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This study uses the publishing industry to illustrate how Taiwan’s small-and-medium enterprises 
(SMEs) modified their network structures to meet the requirements of the changing environment 
in the past 20 years. Based on interviews with 21 high-level managers in the top publishers and 
three network experts, six patterns of network structures were observed and the nature of network 
structural change was uncovered. By moving from ‘Centre-Satellite Structure’ to ‘Co-opetition 
Structure’ and then to ‘Spider-Web Structure’, the networks became more strategic, aggressive 
and flexible. The study suggests that for SMEs in a fiercely competitive industry the best way to 
survive is to form a network at the strategic level, while keeping relative independence at the 
operational level. This study also suggests that scholars and practitioners need to understand 
networking behaviours from multiple perspectives of economic, social, cultural and industrial 
factors. 
 
 
In 1996, three small publishers in Taiwan were on the brink of bankruptcy. To find a way out, they 
turned to their common friend, Mr. Chan, who wove his own aspiration of becoming the biggest 
Chinese language publisher into the blueprint that he proposed to the three publishers. One publisher, 
which was in comparatively better shape than the other two, did not see any future in that proposal 
and dropped out. The remaining two took the risk. In the next four years they formed a 10-member 
network with Mr. Chan. Through further networking they became stronger and by 2004 the network 
had increased to five groups with about 100 companies and had gained international recognition as 
possibly the biggest Chinese language publishing entity. 
 
Introduction 
 
In an era characterised by speed, flexibility and innovation, organisational networking plays a vital 
role. Organisations that seek to reduce costs, respond speedily to market demands and build 
competitive advantages around their core competencies cannot execute strategies without drawing 
on the skills and resources of other organisations or individuals.1 We can learn a lot by studying the 
networking of the small and medium enterprises (SMEs). Taiwan is renowned for the outstanding 
performance of its SMEs; about 98 per cent of the enterprises in Taiwan are small or medium in size. 
They have nurtured the country’s economic growth and have played a vital role in integrating its 
economy into the global one.  
 
Evolutionary economists assert that to survive, companies must develop some features to meet the 
new requirements of the changed environment.2 Organisational studies have also showed that the 
degree of fit between the business environment and organisational design affects a company’s 
performance.3 Although studies have recognised network dynamic change as an important topic, the 
literature is still very thin. Our study of the change of network structures provides insights into how 
the new competitive environment requires flexibility, speed and innovation from SMEs and how these 
organisations have adopted new network strategies in response.  



 
From field data collected on Taiwan’s publishing industry, we will describe the form and content of 
network structures, why the relationships were generated, what was exchanged and how the 
relationships influenced economic performance. From this we will explain how SMEs in Taiwan’s 
publishing industry leverage their specific core competencies to gain competitive advantages through 
network resources. More critically, we will explain how these actions provide a model for researchers 
and business people to improve their networking.  
 
There are several rationales for believing that we can learn from Taiwan’s publishing industry. First, 
publishing is a knowledge-generating industry, which is particularly critical in today’s 
knowledge-based economy. Second, we are likely to observe active networking in this industry. 
Publishing companies are known for their short product lifecycle, knowledge-intensiveness and high 
demands to exchange knowledge in quick response to changing market conditions and technological 
development. Hence they are more active in networking.  
 

 
 
The paper proceeds as follows. In the literature review section we introduce key studies on network 
structure and its change and present a framework of analysis for mapping network structures. Then we 
briefly introduce the background of Taiwan’s publishing industry before presenting research 
methodology. In the research finding and discussion section, we first portray six patterns of network 
structures observed in the publishing industry; then we articulate a generic three-stage-model of 
network structural change in Taiwan SMEs. Finally we discuss the network structural changes in 
Taiwan’s publishing industry by linking the specific network patterns in the industry with the generic 
three-stage model. We end with implications and a brief conclusion. This study suggests that a 
successful network must fit the dynamic requirements of the economic, social, cultural and industrial 
conditions. To survive the fierce competition, SMEs need to adjust their networking activities with 
more strategic, aggressive and flexible considerations. 
 
Literature on network structure and its change 
 
In the broadest term, we define a network as a set of actors together with a set of linkages between the 
actors4. The actor may be an organisation, a subsidiary unit of a holding company or an individual as 
an independent economic entity. The linkage embraces a diversity of collaborative forms. The 
activities involve contractual agreements (eg supplier-buyer partnerships, outsourcing agreements) 
and ownership links (eg cross-equity holdings, joint ventures and partial ownership between a holding 
company and its subsidiaries).5 These relationships have been referred to as ‘partnerships’, ‘networks’, 
or ‘strategic alliances’, but they all describe how the role of a tightly integrated hierarchy is supplanted 
by ‘loosely coupled’ networks of organisational actors.6 In this study, we use the term ‘network’ to 
encompass various forms of collaboration and emphasise the action of connecting. 
 
The network structure is used to analyse the way that the actor, e.g. focal company in this study, is 
situated in the structure of its contacts.7 Network structure analysis includes two levels: global and 
egocentric. The former requires complete network data, eg, tapping the relationships of all companies 
in a region or an industry, whereas the latter only enumerates the local linkages surrounding focal 
companies.8 We take the egocentric approach in this study. Organisational studies have viewed 
network structures as a strategic ‘lever’.9 Different structural properties may lead to different types of 
benefits to focal companies and eventually affect their competitive behaviour and performance. 
Managers, therefore, are able to restructure company networks to their advantage if they can analyse 



the overall network structure and their position in it. For instance, dense networks with many 
connections linking to a focal company’s contacts are found to help transfer tacit and fine-grained 
information and thus improve innovation output. An open structure may create brokerage 
opportunities to focal companies, in that it can use the multiple disconnected clusters to obtain 
information and control advantages over others.10  
 

Although there has been an enormous upsurge of interest in network structure analysis in the past two 
decades, most literature has focused on economic influences of one dimension of network structure, 
either closed/open structure, or network density or centrality.11 We still lack the knowledge of patterns 
of network structure, and subsequently lack the understanding of forces shaping them. 
 
As far as we know, only Miles and Snow’s and Liu and Brookfield’s work have mapped the network 
structural patterns.12 Miles and Snow proposed three types of general network structure: stable, 
internal and dynamic. 
 
1. A ‘stable’ network structure features a core company surrounded by a limited number of carefully  

selected partners which perform different functions along the value chain. Upstream stable 
networks linking suppliers to a core company are common in the car industry. Downstream 
networks often link computer hardware manufacturers and value-added retailers. 

 
2. An ‘internal’ network system develops in the disaggregation process of large multinational matrix  

organisations, which are made up of various design, manufacturing and distribution units. 
Replacing centrally-determined transfer prices, units keep genuine buying and selling relationship 
outside of the matrix system as well as within.  

 
3. A ‘dynamic’ system is composed of members along the value chain, which are coupled  

contractually for perhaps a single project or product and then decouple to be part of a new value 
chain for the next business venture. 

 
The three-pattern model provides a clear picture of network structural variation. However, Miles and 
Snow’s model is static, so we do not know if the different patterns emerge and develop simultaneously 
and, if not, the order of their emergence. 
 
Liu and Brookfield uncovered three types of supplier network structural patterns in Taiwan’s machine 
tool industry: dispersed, concentrated and multi-centred. Dispersed and concentrated networks 
represent different configurations of lead-company supplier networks. Dispersed networks can take a 
star-like or ring-like structure. In a star structure, the orders for parts are organised by the lead 
company and parts routinely flow back to the lead company before additional processing; while in 
ring structure, parts flow directly from one subcontractor to the next. Concentrated networks involve a 
smaller number of larger companies, each of which tends to undertake a more extensive set of task. It 
results in a tiered shape. Multi-centred networks are collections of small companies without a stable 
lead company. For a given part and order, a particular company will co-ordinate production, and the 
lead company will change for different products. Using three companies in Taiwan’s machine tool 
industry as examples, Liu and Brookfield analysed the evolutionary process of their network 
structures and identified key factors that led to the changes. However, since this study is at the 
company level, it did not tell us the change of the whole industry. Moreover, this study’s findings 
need modification when applied to knowledge industries. For example, the main finding that 
economies of scale are fundamental to network structural change seems unlikely to be true in the 
publishing industry.  
 
The main difference between the structural patterns reported by the above two studies is general 
network structures of large multinational organisations (Miles and Snows) vs. supplier network 
structures of small and medium-sized companies (Liu and Brookfield). The former covers a whole 
spectrum of the value chain, whereas the latter depicts relationships mainly in a manufacturing context. 



With a clear relationship of ‘lead company-supplier’, the ‘dispersed’ and ‘concentrated’ structures can 
be categorised as a ‘stable’ network in Miles and Snow’s typology. The ‘multicentred’ structure is 
akin to a ‘dynamic’ structure; yet, the ‘multi-centred’ structure is limited to the production arena; 
whereas the ‘dynamic’ structure covers relationships in a much broader scope with a large variation in 
company size.  
 
Before exploring the change of the structures, we need a framework to delineate the features of 
network structures of SMEs in Taiwan’s publishing industry. In this study, we concentrate on three 
issues: motives of partnering, contents of exchange and types of partners.  
 
Combining transaction-cost, strategic interdependence and resource-based views, we investigate the 
motives for network formation from three perspectives:  
 
(1) efficiency (to reduce or share risk, reduce production cost, increase flexibility, speed up  

organisational learning); 
(2) competition (to avoid direct competition, affect the structure of competition, sustain competitive  

advantages); and 
(3) resources (to expand existing resources, obtain external resources).13 
 
The content of exchange explains what is traded or what binds the partners together. According to 
the literature, we identify six types of exchange contents: technology, time, knowledge, social, 
economic and legal.14 

 
The type of partner of a focal company can be another publishing company, a division or an 
individual. The variety of types indicates the increasing flexibility of company networking behaviour. 
 
Background of the publishing industry in Taiwan 
 
Publishing in Chinese has a huge market. Statistics for 1999 indicated that Mandarin-speaking people 
represented the largest language group in the world, 874m, followed by Hindi with 366m.15 The 
publishing industry in Taiwan is hyper-competitive and huge. The statistics exhibited in Appendix 1 
reveal its basic characteristics. First, yearly output and market value show the scale of the industry. 
Second, there are a large number of companies and the majorities are SMEs. Third, the industry has a 
low entry barrier (just $10,000 is sufficient to publish a book in Taiwan), and competition is high. 
Networking strategies have been constantly adapted and modified in this industry to obtain 
competitive advantage. 
 

 
 
Figure 1 depicts the publishing process. It includes four phases: publishing plan (Phase 1), 
procurement (Phase 2), editing and production (Phase 3), and marketing and promotion (Phase 4). 
 
Methods 
 
After an industrial background review, we performed the study in five phases. First, the framework of 
analysis was formed from a review of the literature. Second, pilot interviews enabled us to generate 
questions in the formal interviews. Third, in 2000 21 in-depth interviews with high-ranking managers 
in the publishing industry were conducted. Meanwhile, triangular information company brochures, 
industry reports and interviewees’ comments on associated companies’ network activities e was 



collected. Fourth, three network experts were interviewed to explore the general trend of network 
structural change in Taiwanese SMEs. Finally, in 2004 follow-up interviews with two senior managers 
were employed to confirm our findings and link them to the general network structural change and 
that of the publishing industry unveiled in this research. For more details, see Appendix 2.  
  

 
 
 
Patterns of network structure 
 
The profiles of the companies studied are shown in Table 1. Company A is a conglomerate, consisting 
of company B through J. The others are independent companies, playing the lead company role in 
their networks. Most companies were founded in 1980s and 1990s, and experienced restructuring in 
1998 or 1999. There was a major change of the business environment in the late 1990s, which led to 
an industry-wide organisational structure adjustment. 
 
Six patterns of network structure 
 
From the 21 interviews, we discerned six network structure patterns in the publishing industry in 
Taiwan, as shown in Figure 2. The ovals represent focal companies; the squares inside the oval are the 
functions performed by the focal companies, and the circles are the functions performed by their 
partners. The partner can be an individual (small circle), a division (medium circle), or a company 
(large circle). 
 
Patterns 1, 4 and 5 are similar in a sense that these companies are full-fledged publishers with 



capabilities of handling the functions along the four stages of the value chain. Keeping core 
competencies internally, they network in some functions to achieve better efficiency, competition or 
resource targets. 
 



 
 



 
 
Pattern 2 manifests the strategies of very small companies with only two to four employees. Faced 
with resource constraints, they maximise their plan and procurement competencies by working with 
downstream partners. 
 
Companies in Pattern 3 subcontract all of the four-phase activities; their operation is virtual in nature 
(dotted line in Figure 2). They have discrete publishing needs, such as a single book for a particular 
person or event. They own the copyright and distribute the book to the market for sale. Partners vary 
depending on the features of each publishing project. This pattern evolves from internal publishing, 
mainly for the purpose of promoting a corporate image or socializing employees. 
 
Pattern 6 is a unique network structure, which comprises several members (Companies B through J) 
and one strategic centre (company A). Members are independent publishers with fully-fledged 
publishing activities; they network at various stages internally and externally. The lead company does 
not engage in any specific publishing activity. 
 
Table 2 displays the characteristics of the above six network patterns along the framework of analysis 
mentioned earlier, namely motives, contents of exchange and type of partners. In addition, we add the 
partnering outcomes at the time of our interviews to display the effects of their networking. Appendix 



3 explains how Table 2 was constructed.  
 
Factors affecting networking decisions 
 
Our interviews in Taiwan’s publishing industry revealed that competitive environment, company 
competency and partnering goals are the key factors that affect networking decisions. Competition for 
survival and excellence were the main driving forces for networking. Companies of all patterns 
explored networking opportunities based on their own competencies as well as their partnering goals. 
For instance, companies in patterns 1, 4 and 5 have capabilities in carrying out full functions along the 
value chain; but they forgo some functions as a response to customers’ increasing demands and keen 
competition. Their major partnering goal was to expand existing capacities to obtain resources within 
a defined business scope. Companies in patterns 2 and 3 must rely on partners for a complete 
publishing process. Pattern 2 depicts the contractual behaviour of ‘be my own boss’ small business 
owners, who wish to remain in control of their businesses. Pattern 3 companies basically develop their 
virtual internal publishing capabilities to reach external customers with the aim of boosting their 
corporate image and socialising their employees. Their partnering behaviour was rather innovative and 
inspiring. Pattern 6 is the most distinctive and deserves a separate section to describe its formation, 
features and functions. 
 

 
 
Features of the pattern 6 network structure 
 
Pattern 6 is the most comprehensive network pattern. It covers all three types of motives and all six 
types of exchange contents. The formation of this integrated organisation in 1996 was described at the 
beginning of this paper. Recognising the value of an organisational network, the companies spun off 
more book streams and formed a 10-company network within four years. Each company has its own 
general manager and was independent in operation, finance and human resource management. In 2000, 
member companies exchanged their stocks for Company A’s stock in order to build a more unified 
corporation. In 2003, this network evolved into a 28-company group. One Hong Kong group 
evaluated its potential as the world’s biggest Chinese language publisher and acquired the largest 
share. 
 
The network structure of pattern 6 enables members to collaborate to the greatest extent under the 
strategic guidance of a lead company. As Table 1 shows, each of the companies B through J had its 
specialisation in publishing and established its name in the market. Within a network they tend to 
complement one another to provide comprehensive publishing lines. Although member companies run 
their businesses independently, a set of administrative mechanisms integrate their operations 
effectively. For example, management meetings are scheduled every Tuesday and marketing meetings 
every Thursday. Company A’s services include bookkeeping, negotiation, inventory control, 
co-ordinating marketing (eg exhibitions, advertising, promotion), financial support and overseas 
expansion (the corporation had set up overseas offices in Hong Kong and Malaysia by 2000) and so 
on. These mechanisms work in what Gulati and Singh, Human and Proven, and Lorenzoni and 
Baden-Fuller proposed as ‘a network administrative structure’ or ‘a strategic centre’ to manage a web 
of partners.16  

 
 



 



This pattern is probably the best form to balance competition and co-operation. Although faced with 
potential competition due to some overlapping publishing lines, network members exchange resources, 
information and assistance. Network boosted Company A’s and other member companies’ standing in 
the community, and expanded their total market share. This unique pattern also satisfies a partner’s 
need to be independent while exploiting the advantage of economies of scale. 
The Chinese saying ‘better to be a rooster’s head than a bull’s tail’ explains why small companies are 
so prevalent. Networks enable members to take on the qualities of ‘3M Post-it’ e sticky enough to glue 
together and obtain synergic strength yet not too sticky to become a burden on each other. 
 
 
Change of network structures 
 
Based on our in-depth interviews with three network experts in Taiwan as well as relevant government 
archives and literature - basically Miles and Snow’s and Liu and Brookfield’s studies – we uncovered 
three stages of network structural change in Taiwanese SMEs. The generic threestage- model was later 
discussed and confirmed by two of the most senior interviewees in the industry, who assisted us in 
linking it with the six patterns of network structure. 
 
Generic three-stage-model of network structural change in Taiwan’s SMEs 
 
Taiwan is known to have weak SMEs linked by strong networks.17 According to the three network 
experts, the traditional network in Taiwan originated from family businesses. Partnership is most 
likely to be built among the companies owned by family members, relatives or friends based on 
personal trust. It was largely centred on production-related activities. A centre company, having 
obtained a purchase order, would typically seek out small companies (often owned by relatives or 
friends), and occasionally large companies to share in the production process. Networks of this kind 
are a primary Centre-Satellite Structure, the first stage in the three-stage-model we are going to 
discuss below. 
 
By and large company networking behaviour is becoming more strategic, aggressive and flexible. Our 
industrial interviews indicate that in addition to former production-orientated networks, cooperation 
has been expanded into all phases of the business process. Companies start to examine their business 
processes, identify core competencies and actively seek out ideal network partners, irrespective of 
whether they are relatives or friends. Even networking among competitors has become accepted and 
formalised. Large and dominant companies are no longer as apparent as they used to be. The types of 
partners can be company-to-company, company-to-individual, company-to-division or 
division-to-division. On the whole, new network behaviours become so fluid that basically any kind of 
partnership at any phase of the business process is possible. Such a flexible network enhanced 
companies’ capabilities to survive and grow in the increasingly severe competitive environment. 
 
Figure 3 illustrates the generic three-stage-model of network structural change in Taiwan, namely the 
‘Centre-Satellite Structure’, ‘Co-opetition Structure’ and the ‘Spider-Web Structure’. The first stage, 
‘Centre-Satellite Structure’ prevailed in the early 1980s to 1995. It includes two types of structures e 
‘Up-flow type’ and ‘Down-flow type’. To some extent, it is similar to the ‘Dispersed Structure’ or 
‘Concentrated Structure’ in Liu and Brookfield’s study and the ‘Stable Network’ in Miles and Snow’s 
study. The ‘Up-flow type’ was believed to have greatly forged the competitiveness of the traditionally 
loosely-run SMEs and have been the engine of Taiwan’s rapid economic development. The size of 
circles in Figure 3 represents the size of companies. Satellite companies could be smaller or larger 
than the centre company; that is, some satellite companies depended entirely on the patronage of the 
centre company while others did not. Some companies processed part production like a ‘Star’ or a 
‘Ring’, and some had their own satellites and formed a structure like the ‘Tiered Network’ in Liu and 
Brookfield’s study. Chen reported that the C-S System in Taiwan was quite different from that in 
Japan, where satellite companies were generally smaller than the centre company and depended 



heavily on its orders.18 The ‘Down-flow type’ described a long-term relationship in which a large 
centre company supplied raw materials to satellite companies. 
 
The second stage, ‘Co-opetition structure’, describes how companies could be involved in a 
relationship that simultaneously contained co-operation and competition.19 This structure began to 
surface around 1995 in response to aggressive exporting and increasingly global competition. The 
success of the centre-satellite network structure has greatly enhanced the competitiveness of 
manufacturers in Taiwan. However, as SMEs globalised, they had to unite against foreign competitors. 
As a result, the Co-opetition network structure was formed. It includes ‘Agent type’ and ‘Leader type’. 
The ‘Agent type’ describes the co-operation of local companies in the global market under the 
guidance of a trade agent. For example, five players in the same industry competed in both overseas 
and local markets. The price war greatly shrank the profits of a major trade agent. The agent then took 
the lead in persuading the five companies to form a network for mutual benefits. Ever since, they have 
jointly set market prices and have supported one another when necessary. The ‘Leader type’ delineates 
similar competition cases, except that the leader also produces similar goods to those of its partners. 
This pattern seems like the ‘Internal Network’ in Miles and Snow’s study, in a sense that network 
members occupy a position within a pyramid that follows the lead company. However, the ‘Internal 
Network’ is mainly composed of members operating at different stages along the value chain, which 
reflects a supplier-buyer relationship, while the ‘Co-opetition structure’ comprises members at similar 
positions along the value chain, which stresses a co-operative relationship among former competitors. 
 
The third stage, ‘Spider-Web Structure’, was observed since the late 1990s. The structure is 
characterised by a more fluid partnership, akin to a spider’s web. In the web, members support one 
another for reasons more than a supplier-buyer exchange. The centre company is no longer as distinct 
as it used to be. The formation of the ‘Spider-Web Structure’ is mainly the result of the strategic needs 
of member companies to pursue more flexible project planning with external partners, which are 
changeable according to the features of each project. It is a response to fierce global competition. The 
improved network management skills of the member companies also support the network structural 
transition. The ‘Spider-Web Structure’ shares the main feature of the ‘Multi-centred Structure’ in Liu 
and Brookfield’s study in that there is no lead company. However, the ‘Spider-Web Structure’ can be 
composed of relatively large companies which are not included in the ‘Multi-centred Structure’. In 
essence, it is more like the ‘Dynamic Network’ in Miles and Snow’s study, because it emphasises that 
members shift their partners according to the demands of each project or product, even though they 
may have the capabilities to carry out the outsourced functions. 
 
According to the expert interviewees, the structural change is more of progression than of replacement. 
In other words, the Co-opetition Structure was practised in Taiwan in addition to the C-S Structure, 
and the Spider-Web Structure was practised in addition to the Co-opetition Structure and C-S 
Structure. All five types of structures coexist in Taiwan today.  
 
 



 
 
Specific network structural change in the publishing industry in Taiwan 
 
The generic three-stage-model of network structural change in Taiwan SMEs that we discussed 
above is confirmed by the case of publishing industry. 
 
The six patterns of network structure in the publishing industry showed in Figure 2 suggested that by 
year 2000 when we collected the data, publishers have experienced all of the Centre-Satellite, 
Co-opetition and Spider-Web structures showed in Figure 3. Essentially, pattern 1, 2, 4, and 5 
companies were still in the C-S structure, the first stage of network development. To some extent 
these companies played the role of a hub company in their networks, and leveraged their core 



competencies by organising satellite companies to perform any of the functions in the four phases. 
Pattern 6 is clearly a ‘Co-opetition structure’, where company A took on the role of a leader and all of 
the 10 members were full-fledged publishers who might once have been competitors. Pattern 3 is a 
new format evolving with the concept of virtual organisation and virtual team. In nature, the 
relationship of players in the four phases is like the ‘Spider-Web Structure’, since their partnerships in 
general terminate after finishing one particular project or product. Overall, the six patterns found in 
the publishing industry confirmed the presence of the three-stage model of general network structural 
change in Taiwan SMEs.  
 
Relevant industrial studies and our follow-up interviews with two senior publishing practitioners 
further confirmed the emergence order of the three stages in Figure 3. When investigating the 
evolution of the publishing industry in Taiwan, Liu found that since 1982 publishers have begun to 
partner with editing studios, design studios and external printing houses, which portrayed probably the 
earliest ‘Up-flow Type’ of C-S structure.20 In a different study, Hsia reported a successful 
internationalisation story of a publisher who established his 10-employee company in 1992 and kept 
the organisation lean for 10 more years.21 The company kept both Up-flow and Down-flow types of 
networks. In another study, Chou also reported the prevalence of pattern 2 companies in Taiwan since 
1990.22 He gave one example: a centre company in Taiwan is mainly responsible for planning and 
theme choice, while a partner in China takes care of production, and another partner in Hong Kong 
takes charge of printing and packaging. It is a typical Up-flow type of C-S structure. Pattern 6 was 
formed with the establishment of Company A in 1996, which confirmed the comments by the experts 
that the second stage ‘Co-opetition Structure’ emerged in around 1995.  
 
The third stage ‘Spider-Web’ network in Taiwan’s publishing industry has gradually taken shape from 
the end of 1990s. As evidence, Company A has been changing towards this new format since 2000. In 
the follow-up interview in 2004, Mr Chan of Company A said:  
 

‘Company A is no longer a strategic centre. We have developed into a holding company, 
consisting of five groups, one integrated sales centre, and one operation services centre. The 
Company A you recorded in 2000 has been expanded to 28 members and is now only one of our 
five groups. I do not watch over their strategies now. All five groups, three publishing groups 
and two media groups are on their own. What I do now is only ‘number management’, to see 
whether each group delivers its promised results with the support of our integrated sales and 
services centres. They still help each other, such as a division of a media group helps the art 
design of a publishing division.’ 

 
The most remarkable change of its organisational structure is the disappearance of the distinct 
strategic centre. It is perhaps due to the fact that the members became stronger to operate 
independently, and their developed business demanded a more flexible structure. In this holding 
company the relationships of the five member groups are like what the third stage ‘Spider-Web 
Structure’ depicts. Since the five groups operate at different stages along the industrial value chain, 
each pursues its own development and has its own turf with its own external partners; meanwhile they 
support each other with fast and quality service when necessary. The fluid partnering across the 
publishing process is effective in increasing the competitiveness of each member as well as the 
holding company. 
 
Theoretical implications 
 
The three-stage network structure model in this study is consistent with the network structures 
presented in Miles and Snow’s work based on US industries. Our ‘Centre-Satellite Structure’ is 
similar to their ‘Stable network’; the ‘Co-opetition’ structure shares the feature of their ‘Internal 
network’; and the ‘Spider-Web Structure’ is like their ‘Dynamic network’. It indicates that the 
economic-embedded nature of company networking behaviour is universal across national borders. 



Companies pursue a more aggressive and flexible network structure in coping with the more 
competitive environment. However, our study also emphasised the importance of analyzing company 
networking behaviour from the social-embedded perspective.23 As the network has become a 
dominant organisational form, effective network structures may vary in different social contexts. 
Pattern 6 in this study is clearly a successful model in Taiwanese society. It satisfies the Chinese 
psychological need to be a business owner while collaboratively gaining the competitive advantages 
of scale. Likewise, Lazerson presented a different type of network structure effective in the Modena 
knitwear industry in Italy, which is based mainly on the social structure of artisan firms.24 Overall, our 
study stresses that in a global economy scholars surveying the best network patterns need to take both 
economic, social, cultural and industrial factors into consideration.  
 

 
 
Our generic three-stage network structure model, particularly the evolution of Company A from 
‘Co-opetition Structure’ to ‘Spider-Web Structure’, indicates the diminishing role of a leading 
company in networks as a strategic centre. It may suggest that companies become more skillful and 
autonomous in managing their partnerships through networking practices. Literature has identified a 
number of factors that contribute to partnership failure e the inherent conflict resulting from goal 
divergence, partner opportunism, cultural differences, learning race and so on.25 The success of 
Company A shows that trust, which was established during prior positive partner experience, can 
reduce these failure risks. Moreover, it indicates that a co-operative competency is a company-specific 
and valuable resource, and has become a competitive advantage.26 

 
This study revealed several types of partnering behaviour in Taiwanese SMEs. Unlike what the 
literature reported about the reluctance of entering into alliance for fear of losing ground and control, 
Taiwanese companies have been conditioned to searching out every possible opportunity for survival 
due to severe competition and resource constraints.27 Their first concern is ‘adapting’ in  order to 
secure their standing rather than to control and combat. This characteristic is exhibited by the great 
volatility of networking activities along the value chain. It is particularly notable in the third stage 
‘Spider-Web Structure’. Furthermore, it implies that the organisational practices the SMEs 
adapt were more often than not the result of ‘effectuation’.28 Instead of having the choice of various 
means in achieving a specific goal, these companies usually have to ‘make do’ with the limited 
resources they have to attain the best outcomes they can get. 
 
Managerial implications 
 
Our research suggests that for a group of SMEs in a fiercely competitive industry the best way to 
survive is to form a close network at the strategic level, while keeping relative independence at the 
operational level. It is an impressive accomplishment that Company A started from scratch but 
became the star of Chinese language publishers in only seven years. This network seems to master the 
art of balancing ‘dependent’ and ‘independent, ‘let go’ and ‘control’ to its greatest advantage both for 
the initial member partnership and the recent alliance with the Hong Kong group. 
 
Another implication for managers is that partnering may not guarantee market share, time or cost 
advantage, yet knowledge and capability can be enhanced along the way when the partnering attitude 
and behaviour are carefully planned. Generally, pursuing efficiency, competitiveness and scarce 
resources are the main motivation for networking, especially in an era competing for speed, 
technology and flexibility. However, Table 2 shows that the outcomes are not always satisfactory. A 
network needs to be managed and nurtured and requires time for it to become mature. Many networks 



broke down because they did not deliver the expected tangible results in a timeframe.  However, too 
much emphasis on the tangible results may underestimate the value of intangible results, such as tacit 
knowledge and capability building. In our interview, a well-established publisher reported that 
producing and marketing a book series for a competitor using their idle capacity has enabled his staff 
to learn how to link planning, procurement and editing. As positive attitude breeds positive results, a 
more feasible anticipation of networking may be ‘intangible gains precede tangible gains’.  
 
In addition, transforming a foe into a friend has the most value in networking. Collaboration with 
ex-competitors can create ‘win-win’ results for both sides. An interviewee reported that with the 
network relationship he collaborated rather than competed with his competitor-partner as they fed 
each other with critical information. It greatly enhanced both companies’ positions in the market. On 
the other hand, this type of partnership is also shaky if the trust is thin. A Chinese way of cementing 
the relationship is by developing a family-like partnership in the network.  
 

 
 
Finally, the framework of analysis proposed in this research provides a scheme to improve the 
effectiveness of networking. Since appropriate governance mechanisms have an important influence 
on alliance success, network performance needs to be periodically reviewed.29 By using the 
dimensions delineated in Table 2, a review can be conducted on whether the expected network 
outcomes have been realised. It was common that organisations were trapped by resolving daily 
events at the expense of losing original visions. Visiting actual network outcomes from time to time 
helps an organisation re-evaluate its original expectation, and allows it to take corrective action if 
necessary. Table 2 provides a tool of pre-networking and in-process governance. 
 
Conclusion 
 
In this era of hyper-competition, an organisation’s survival and growth largely depends upon its 
linkages to other organisations. The network structure manifests partnering philosophy and provides a 
good platform to examine the features of business environments and companies’ response to 
environmental requirements. Through mapping specific network patterns in the publishing industry, 
this study uncovered a general trend of network structural change that has occurred in the past two 
decades among Taiwanese SMEs e from ‘Centre-Satellite Structure’ to ‘Co-opetition structure’ to 
‘Spider-Web Structure’. Network, as an evolutionary organizational form, became more strategic, 
aggressive and flexible. Using Taiwan’s publishing industry as the research context; this study 
suggests that scholars and practitioners need to understand company networking behaviours from the 
perspectives of economic, social, cultural and industrial factors. A successful network must fit the 
dynamic requirements of these contingencies. 
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Appendix 2. Characteristics of research methods in this study 
 

 



 
 
Appendix 3. Questions of semi-structured interviews 
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